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Environmental Management Systems – Requirements

Certification of Environmental Management Systems according to EN ISO 14001:2015

Environmental Management Systems - Specification

With constantly increasing demands of the parties involved (society, customer, and organisation) on environment protection systems and efficient implementation in organisations standards for environmental management systems was developed.

The standards are divided into:

EN ISO 14001:2015 - Environmental Management Systems - Requirements with Guidance for Use

EN ISO 14001 specifies requirements for environmental management system that organisations can use for internal application, certification or contractual purposes in contracts concluded with suppliers and customers. It is utilised in certification for an independent assessment of organisation's ability to create and maintain procedures for identification of environmental aspects of their activities, services and products it can control and on which it can, as expected, have a certain influence, to meet legal and other requirements, its own requirements specified for an efficient operation of all processes and a continual improvement of the environmental management system.

ISO 14004:2016 - Environmental Management Systems - General guidelines on implementation

ISO 14004 gives guidance for a scope of the environmental management system broader than that provided by EN ISO 14001. It focuses notably on a continual improvement in performance and efficiency of the whole organisation.
Benefits of the environmental management system certification according to EN ISO 14001:2015

- Establishment and improvement of environmental care
- Awareness of own responsibility
- Transparency and reduction of risks
- Profile / Image
- Employees motivation
- Timely recognition of environmental problems
- More guarantees of meeting legal and other requirements
- Competition advantages
- Management tool, suitable use of resources

Offer of CQS services

- Situation audits
- Certification audits (two-stepped), recertification audits
- Audits conducted in the English, German or Russian languages
- CQS certificates and IQNET international certificates

Address

CQS
Prosecká 412/74
190 00 Praha 9 - Prosek
Czech Republic

Contact persons

Head of CQS certification body
Dipl. Ing. Jana Olšanská  jolsanska@cqs.cz
can inform you about CQS certification procedures, certification terms and conditions and technical matters during certification

Deputy Head of CQS certification body
Dipl. Ing. Lenka Šardziková  sardzikova@cqs.cz
can inform you about CQS certification procedures, administrative and organisational matters during certification

Company registration number (IČ): 69346305  Tax registration number (DIČ): CZ69346305

CQS is registered at the Municipal Court in Prague, file number L 58728